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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we consider the problem of cognitive radio (CR) user selection to maximize overall CR network (CRN) 
throughput when the available spectrum bandwidth is less than the demand by all CR users. We formulate optimal CR 
user selection problem. Then, based on approximation of the average received signal to interference plus noise ratio 
( SINR ) and adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), we estimate the required bandwidth of CR users with different 
required quality of services (QoSs). Using the principle of optimality, we propose a novel cooperative spectrum sharing 
algorithm for a CRN. The proposed algorithm not only achieves exhaustive search performance but also its complexity 
is in the order of N × M versus 2N for exhaustive search, where N is the number of CR users, and M is the spectrum pool 
size. Extensive simulation results illustrate that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the existing algorithms 
that ignore optimal CR user selection. Also, these results illustrate a better fairness criterion than those of previous 
works. 
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1. Introduction 

In the fixed spectrum allocation policy that is currently 
used in wireless networks, fixed spectrum segments are 
allocated to spectrum-licensed primary radio (PR) users 
for a long time in large regions. In the last three decades, 
spectrum demands for the wireless applications have 
been increased so rapidly such that spectrum scarcity has 
become a bottleneck of this fixed spectrum allocation 
policy, while, PR users underutilize significant portions 
of the allocated spectrums, ranging from 15% to 85% of 
times or regions [1]. The underutilization and the limita- 
tion of the frequency spectrum necessitate applying a 
dynamic spectrum allocation policy, which can be im- 
plemented using cognitive radio (CR) technology [2]. 
Based on dynamic spectrum allocation, in a CR network 
(CRN), unlicensed-spectrum CR users can use parts of 
spectrum (spectrum holes) that are not being utilized by 
PR users at particular times or in specific regions. In a 
CRN, one of the main components is the spectrum shar- 
ing algorithm that is allocating new spectrum holes to CR 
users.  

A spectrum sharing algorithm is designed with a spe- 
cific objective. This can be achieved by a cooperative or 
noncooperative algorithm. In the first case, all CR users 
cooperatively implement an algorithm such that they 
optimize overall objective of the CRN. In contrast, CR 

users may have opportunistic and selfish behaviors in 
noncooperative spectrum sharing algorithms. Thus, the 
difference of these two types of spectrum sharing algo- 
rithms is in overall or individual definition of the objec- 
tive. The objectives of spectrum sharing algorithms are 
throughput, power, interference, profit, and etc. [3]. In 
this paper, we propose a novel optimal cooperative spec- 
trum sharing algorithm with overall CRN throughput as 
its objective.  

The concept of “spectrum pooling” is the idea of mer- 
ging different spectrum segments from different PR users 
into a common spectrum pool, where first was proposed 
in [4] for cooperative spectrum sharing. In [5], authors 
used this concept to formulate a cooperative spectrum 
sharing algorithm as a restless bandits model based opti- 
mization system, which maximizes the price and spec- 
trum efficiency based utility function objective. In [6], 
relationship between the optimal capacity of spectrum 
pool and network efficiency is studied and a quantitative 
mathematical relation was derived for it. A basic spec- 
trum sharing algorithm for CRN with a single PR user 
and multiple CR users was introduced in [7], and an 
analytical model was implemented to derive the statistics 
of the spectrum sharing algorithm. Also, in [8], a hierar- 
chical spectrum sharing algorithm was proposed for 
clustering CRN; the methodologies behind its levels are 
the list-coloring and maximum matching. Such an algo-  
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rithm achieves suboptimal performance.  
In [9], authors developed a distance-dependent me-

dium access control protocol (DDMAC) to improve the 
overall CRN throughput using a cooperative spectrum 
sharing. This algorithm exploits the dependence between 
the signal attenuation model and the transmission dis-
tance. It assigns spectrum holes with lower average sig-
nal to interference and noise ratio ( SINR ) to shorter 
transmission distances to increase the number of simul-
taneous transmissions, and consequently, to increases the 
overall CRN throughput. However, when available spec-
trum is insufficient to serve all CR users, this algorithm 
has no idea about how to select CR users in order to 
achieve optimal overall CRN throughput. 

In this paper, we propose a novel optimal cooperative 
spectrum sharing algorithm that has the ability to select 
the CR users in order to achieve optimal overall CRN 
throughput. We use principle of optimality [10]. Ac-
cording to the principle of optimality, an optimal solution 
of a problem has the property that includes optimal solu-
tion for all sub problems of a main problem. We used 
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) 
based spectrum pool, which has high flexibility with re-
spect to spectrum holes [5]. In order to avoid corrupting 
the transmissions of PR users, a power mask is enforced 
on the transmission of CR users. The log-distance path 
loss model is used to approximate the transmission path 
loss, and SINR . Then, we apply these and an adaptive 
modulation and coding (AMC), to estimate minimum 
required bandwidths of CR users. We formulated this 
optimal user selection problem with the objective of ma- 
ximizing overall CRN throughput and meeting constraint 
of the given spectrum pool size. Then, using principle of 
optimality, we investigate a dynamic form of this prob- 
lem, and propose a novel algorithm for spectrum sharing.  

The proposed algorithm has reasonable (polynomial) 
computational complexity, which makes it useful for 
practical networks when spectrum holes are available 
only for idle period of PR users. In other words, the pro- 
posed algorithm not only achieves exhaustive search 
performance, i.e. optimal solution, but also has low com- 
putational complexity. Also, in performance analysis of 
the proposed algorithm, we consider fairness of the pro- 
posed algorithm compared with other algorithms. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 presents preliminaries of the proposed algorithm; in- 
cludes an overview of the OFDM based spectrum pool 
and system model. The analysis of bandwidth require- 
ment is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we formu- 
late the optimal CR user selection problem. Section 5 
introduces our proposed cooperative spectrum sharing 
algorithm. Complexity analysis is given in Section 6. We 
evaluate the proposed algorithm through simulations in 
Section 7. Conclusions are given in Section 8. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. OFDM Based Spectrum Pool 

Spectrum pooling is the idea of merging different spec- 
trum segments from PR users into a common spectrum 
pool [4]. When, some of the PR users are idle, there are 
spectrum holes in their corresponding spectrums at the 
common spectrum pool. The CR users may use these 
spectrum holes of the spectrum pool, during idle periods 
of PR users. The main proposition is that the operations 
of CR users must be transparent for PR users, and PR 
systems do not need to be changed. So, the CRN system 
must have high flexibility to fill the spectrum holes in the 
common spectrum pool. In other words, the CR user 
must jumps from a newly occupied part of the spectrum 
pool to an unoccupied spectrum from already available 
separated spectrum holes. OFDM is the best choice for 
implementing this high flexible CRN.  

The key advantage of the OFDM is that a set of sub- 
carriers represented by their corresponding IFFT inputs 
can be fed with zeros, thus sparing certain spectral areas 
from the emission of power. So, if the CR user only uses 
the subcarriers lying in idle spectrums of the PR network 
(i.e., in the spectrum holes of the spectrum pool), spectral 
coexistence of both PR and CR systems is possible and 
the CR users have high flexibility respect to the spectrum 
holes. In fact, the basic idea of the OFDM based spec- 
trum pool is to match the bandwidth of the PR user’s 
band with an integer multiple of the carrier that used in 
the CR systems. 

2.2. System Model 

In this paper, we consider a CRN with N CR users who 
use L different services having different quality of ser-
vices (QoSs). l  denotes percentage of the CR users in 
the class l, 1 Ll  . Class l of service type is deter-
mined by  and , respectively, which denote 
minimum data rate and target bit error rate (BER) to 
guarantee minimum quality of service of this class.  

lR BE l
tarR

The available spectrum in the common spectrum pool 
is divided into M subchannels, each having a fixed 
bandwidth f . The number of available subchannels 
varies by changing size of the spectrum pool. In our 
proposed algorithm, the spectrum is allocated with the 
unit of one subchannel. 

The CR user’s arrival and departure processes in the 
CRN are considered to be Poisson processes [4]. The 
expected arrival and departure rates of the CR users are 
represented by CRUs  and CRUs , respectively. Simi-
larly, the arrival and departure processes of available 
spectrum unit in the spectrum pool are also considered to 
be Poisson processes, with expected arrival and departure 
rates spec  and spec , respectively. Table 1 presents 
system parameters and their definitions. 
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Table 1. Summary of system parameters and their notations. 

Notation Description 
l  Ratio of the CR users in the class l 

L Number of available service type’s classes in CRN 
l

tarBER  Minimum BER required for CR users in class l 

lR  Target data rate required for CR users in class l 

M Number of spectrum units in common spectrum pool

CRU  Expected arrival rate for CR user 

CRU  Expected departure rate for CR user 

spec  Expected arrival rate for available spectrum unit 

spec  Expected departure rate for available spectrum unit 

jB  Required spectrum units for jth CR user 

jR  Required data rate for jth CR user 

jx  Binary variable equal to 1 if jth CR user is selected 
by spectrum sharing algorithm, otherwise equal to 0

N Number of CR users 

fd  Far field distance from CR transmitter antenna 

0d  Close in distance from CR transmitter antenna 

 PL d  Average path loss at transmission distance d 

aD  Maximum linear dimension of transmitter antenna 

tP  CR transmitter antenna power 
s

jk  Spectrum efficiency for jth CR user 

3. CR User Bandwidth Requirement 
Evaluation 

In this section, we explain how to estimate the bandwidth 
required for the jth CR user. First, we evaluate average 
path loss and SINR  experienced by the CR user. Then, 
using AMC, we estimate the bandwidth required for the 
CR user. These estimations of required bandwidths will 
be used by the proposed spectrum sharing algorithm pre-
sented in Section 5. 

3.1. Pass Loss Evaluation 

We use the log-distance path loss model to estimate the 
path loss in the CRN [11]. This model is only valid for 
distances beyond the far field distance from the CR 
transmitter antenna, df, which depends on the maximum 
linear dimension of transmitter antenna (Da), and carrier 
wavelength ( c f  , where c is the speed of light), and 
can be estimated as [12] 

22
max , , a

f a

D
d D 


  
  


            (1) 

 PL d  denotes the average large-scale path loss be-
tween a transmitter and a receiver separated by distance d. 
By choosing the close-in distance d0(d0 ≥ df) as a refe- 
rence distance; based on the log-distance path loss model, 

 PL d  for  (at far field distance) is expressed 

as 

0d d

  0
0

( )
n

d
PL d PL d

d

 
  

 
,              (2) 

where n is the path loss exponent (typically, 2 ≤ n ≤ 6) 
that indicates the rate at which the path loss increases 
with d, also,  0PL d  is the path loss at 0 . d  0PL d  
can be measured or estimated using Friis propagation 
model [12]. 

It is notable that in practice 0  is in the order of the 
CR transmitter antenna dimension. For example, for a 
cellular phone operating at 900MHz band with Da = 5 cm, 
df is 33 cm. Consequently, the probability that two CR 
users being separated by a distance lower than  is 
very small (i.e. 

d

0d
 0Pr 0d d  ). 

3.2. Average SINR 

For transmission between two CR users, which are sepa-
rated by d, the SINR  at the CR user receiver antenna 
over a band is determined by transmitter antenna power 
(Pt), average path loss associated with that transmission 
that is expressed using Equation (2), average interference 
in receiver ( I ), and thermal noise ( 2

n ). Formally, 
SINR  is given by 

       
   2

dB dBm dB

dBm dBm

t

n

SINR P d PL d

I 

 

 
,      (3) 

where I  is the inter carrier interference (ICI) of PR 
users that is evaluated in [13]. 

3.3. AMC and CR User Bandwidth Requirment 

Equation (3) is used to estimate SINR  (of the CR user 
transmission) and bandwidth requirement as explained in 
the following. The CR users employ adaptive modulation 
and coding to transmit on assigned spectrum holes. For 
QAM modulation with quadratic constellation, i.e. 4QAM, 
16QAM, and etc., BER for a single input single out- 
put (SISO) channel with additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) is expressed as [14] 

0.2exp
2 1

sk

SINR
BER

 
   

 ,          (4) 

where ks [b/s/Hz] is the spectrum efficiency. To guaran-
tee the quality of service for the jth CR user in class l (1≤ 
l≤ L), we set BER in Equation (4) equal to , and 
replace 

l
tarBER

SINR  in Equation (4) with the R.H.S of Equa-
tion (3). Consequently, the required spectrum efficiency 
( s

jk ) for this CR user is expressed as 

 
 2 2

log 1 ts l
j

n

P d
k K

P IL d 


 
 



  

  ,       (5) 

where 
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l

l
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Thus, the spectrum efficiency, which is required to 
guarantee minimum quality of service for the jth CR user 
(from class l) is given by Equation (5). As well, having 

s
jk  and , the required bandwidth, lR jb , can be evalu-

ated as 
l s

j jb R k                (7) 

Thus, the bandwidth requirement of a CR user is mainly 
a function of its service type class (i.e. ), 
transmission distance, and 

andl
tarR BERl

SINR  at its receiver. 
As mentioned before, the CRN employs OFDM sys- 

tem, thus, spectrum sharing algorithm had better assign 
integer multiple of spectrum units to each CR user (if CR 
user is selected in spectrum sharing algorithm that is ex-
plained in Section 5). So, it is appropriate to express jb , 
given by Equation (7), as an integer number of spectrum 
units. Since, jb  expresses the minimum spectrum re- 
quirement, the minimum number of required spectrum 
units is expressed as 

j
j

b
B

f

 
   

,              (8) 

where  is the ceil function. .  

4. Optimal CR User Selection Problem 

In many cases, the available spectrum units, M (spectrum 
pool size), is less than the CR users’ bandwidth require-
ments i.e. 

1
. So, the spectrum sharing algo-

rithm must have a strategy in deciding which CR users 
should use the available spectrum, and which spectrum 
units should be assigned to which CR users. The decision 
strategy is designed to achieve a certain objective in the 
CRN. In this paper, the objective is to achieve the opti-
mal overall CRN throughput. All CR users cooperate to 
maximizing the overall CRN throughput by selecting a 
subset of the CR users that have better conditions to use 
spectrum. The constraint of this optimization problem is 
the spectrum pool size. Let 

N

ji
B M




jR
j

 denotes the required 
data rate for the jth CR user ( ), that is equal 
to  when this user is in class l. 

1, , N
lR

The optimization problem of CR user selection with 
overall CRN throughput objective is: given a set of N CR 
users, and a common spectrum pool with M spectrum 
units, select a subset of the CR users such that 

Maximize        
1

N

j jj
x R

 ,                (9) 

subject to  

1

N

j jj
x B M


 ,            (10) 

0 or 1, 1, 2, ,j

where 
1,if th CR user selected

0, otherwisej

j
x


 


       (12) 

But, the above integer linear programming (ILP) pro- 
blem belongs to the class of NP-hard problems. To ex- 
plain this proposition, we note that to solve this problem 
a naive approach would be to examine all possible binary 
vectors  ,1jX x j N   , selecting the best of those 
which satisfies the constraints. Unfortunately, the num- 
ber of such vectors is 2N, by exhaustive search, even a 
hypothetical computer, capable of examining one billion 
vectors per second, would require more than 30 years for 
a CRN with 60 CR users. However, it is clear that time 
access to spectrum hole, idle period of PR user, is so 
lower. On the other hand, the computational complexity 
of spectrum sharing algorithm should be low because a 
long computation time may result in the out of date spec- 
trum state information. In Section 5, using principle of 
optimality, we propose a novel cooperative algorithm 
that provides an optimal solution that has a reasonable 
computation time such that in a CRN with N = 100 CR 
users, optimal solution is obtained in a reasonable time 
by a regular processor. 

5. Proposed Cooperative Spectrum Sharing 
Algorithm 

In this section, we propose a novel cooperative spectrum 
sharing algorithm such that it not only achieves optimal 
solution but also it has low computational complexity. 
The decision strategy of this algorithm is a new approach 
in selecting CR users for maximizing the overall CRN 
throughput.  

In Section 4, we defined the optimization problem, and 
stated that evaluating optimal solution leads to an ex- 
haustive search with decision tree with 2N nodes where it 
is impractical for spectrum sharing applications from 
computational complexity view. The principle of opti- 
mality where is said to be applied in an optimal solution 
to an instance of a problem always contains optimal so- 
lutions to all sub instances, is used in our proposed algo- 
rithm. Based on this principle, we solve our optimization 
problem for the CRN with small number of CR users, 
store these results, and later, whenever we need a result, 
we look up in previously stored results instead of re- 
computing it. 

We use notation  1 2, ,k k m  for the following opti- 
mal cooperative spectrum sharing problem: Select vector 
X such that it maximizes 

2

1

k

j jj k
x R

 ,             (13) 

where 
x j   N ,          (11) 0 or 1jx  ,           (14-a) 
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 1 1 2, 1,j k k k    ,        (14-b) 

subject to 
2

1

k

j jj k
x B m


             (15) 

Now, in order to design our cooperative spectrum sha- 
ring algorithm we define and prove the following lemma. 

Lemma: The cooperative spectrum sharing problem 
can be expressed in a dynamic form using principle of 
optimality.  

Proof:  
We assume  is an optimal solution  1 1 21, , ,k k ky y y 

k i k 


2( ) for 10 or 1,iy   1 1 21, , ,k k kx x x   i.e. for  i.e. for 

 1 2, ,k k m  1 2, ,k k m 
2k


2k

, where expresses which CR users can use  , where expresses which CR users can use  

the spectrum. If , then  must be  the spectrum. If , then  must be  
1

0ky 
1

0ky   1 1, ,ky y  1 1, ,ky y 

the optimal solution for the optimal solution for  1 21, ,k k m  , otherwise 
 1 1 21, , ,k k ky y y   is not optimal solution for  1 2, ,k k m . 

 , , yOn the other hand, if , then  must 
1ky 1 y  1 1k 2k


2k

be optimal solution for , otherwise 
we have another sequence such as  which 
satisfies 

 1 2 11, , kk k m B  

1 1, ,kz   z

2

11 1

k

j jj k
z B m B

 
  k

1

,          (16) 

and 
2 2

1 11

k k

j jj k j k
z R y R
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So, sequence 
1 1 21  is better than optimal 

solution where it is against the assumption. Consequently, 
if  denotes an optimal solution value for 

, i.e. 

 , , ,k k ky z z 

k k
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k kV
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j
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,   (18) 

can be expressed in a dynamic form as follows, 
 

 1

1 2 1 2 11 2, 1, 1,max , km Bm m
k k k k kk kV V V


  .       (19)□ 

Therefore, the optimal solution for cooperative spec-
trum sharing problem that is explained in IV is 

, where we can evaluate its optimal value, 

1,

1, ,N M
M
NV , in a dynamic form using Equation (19). Algorithms 

1 and 2 are consecutively are run to obtain the optimal 
solution for this cooperative spectrum sharing problem. 
The output of Algorithm 2 is vector X which indicates 
which CR users are selected for data transmission. Spe-
cifically, jth CR user is selected if . We note that 
the solution obtained from in Algorithm 1 (for the CRN 
with N CR users and spectrum pool with M spectrum 
units); it includes the optimal solution for any CRN with 
n(n ≤ N) CR users, and spectrum pool with m spectrum 
units (m ≤ M). This is a property that directly arises from 
the principle of optimality. 

1jx 

When Algorithm 2 selects the best sub set of CR users 

that they maximize the overall CRN throughput, spec-
trum sharing algorithm starts the spectrum allocation step. 
In this step, we use DDMAC [9], which assigns the spec-
trum units with high SINR  values for near distance 
transmission and vice versa. 

6. Complexity Analysis 

ational complexity of the As mentioned earlier, comput
cooperative spectrum sharing algorithm must be reason-
able such that the CR users have enough time to use 
spectrum holes. So, it is useful to analyze computational 
complexity of the proposed algorithm by studying Algo-
rithm 1 and Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 1, computational 
complexity of initialization steps are in order of N and M. 
Also, computational complexity of two loops in lines two 
and three of the algorithm is in the order of N M . So, 

mputational complexity of Algorithm 1 is in the order 
of N M
co

 . Similarly, complexity of Algorithm 2 is in 
the of N Morder  . Consequently, complexity of the 
proposed spec sharing algorithm is trum  O N M  
versus  2NO  for an exhaustive search of fu  
tree. Fo ple, in CRN with N = 40 CR users and 
spectrum pool with M = 200; computational complexity 
is 8000 versus 240 respectively for the proposed algo-
rithm and full exhaustive search. 
 

ll decision
r exam

Algorithm 1 
1: Initialize matrix  with rows  and columns m 

V

 m

jV

t all

0,1, ,j N 
 first row and= 0, 1, , M, and se  entries in the  column to zero. 

Matrix  is the output of Algorithm 1 that will be used by Algo-
rithm 2. 
2:    1:j Nfor  

3:          1:m Mfor  

4:                jB mif  

5:                       1 1

m Bj m

j j jR V V
  if  

m m6:                        Bj   

m

 1j j jV R V  

7:                       end 
8:                else 

mV V9:                       1j j  

10:               end 
11:         end 
12:   end 

 
Algorithm 2 
1: Initialize j = N, m = M, and xj = , where j = 1, N. 0 j N

 algo

 , 

Matrix V is the input argument for this rithm as the output of 
Algorithm 1. 
2:  , 0j m while  

3:         1

m m

j jV V if  

4:            jth  Mark  CR user as appropriate user: 1jx   

5:              1, jj j m m B     

6:        else 
7:              1j j   

8:        end 

9:   end 
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7. Simulation Results 

To evaluate the performance improvement of the pro-
 simulation results are dis-
onsider a CRN with N CR 

posed algorithm, extensive
cussed in this section. We c
users in 2100 100 m  field. The CR users are in the 
three classes ( 3L  ). These are respectively streaming 
traffic (e.g. data stream download), audio traffic (e.g. 
mp3) and vi (e.g. MPEG1). The percentages of 
CR users in these classes are 60%, 35%, and 5% of N CR 
users, respectively. The required data rates for these three 
classes are 300 kbps, 190 kbps, and 1.15 Mbps, respec-
tively. Also, minimum BERs are 1 510 ,tarBER    

2 310 ,tarBER   and 3 410 ,tarBER

deo traffic 

 respectively. The max- 
imum transmitting power of the CR users is 50 mW and 
this power mask is enforced to av  th

 users. So  comparison, we let all 
CR users use the maximum transmitting power. The sig-
nal propagation model in Equations (1) and (2) is used 
with 3n  , the maximum linear dimension of transmit-
ter antenna ( aD ) is 5 cm, and 0 1.01

oid corrupting
ir

e con-
nections of PR , for a fa

fd d . We set 
thermal noise,  2 90 dBmn    for all spectrum units in 
the spectrum pool.  

We use Ja s fairness index [ antify the 
throughput fairness rithms. This is a common 
fairness metric, whic

in’ 15] to qu
of the algo
h is used in network engineering to 

de

CRN throughput using distance-dependent 
al

m Pool Sizes 

ghput 
fe- 

rent sizes ol, when the number of CR 

termine whether users are receiving a fair share of 
spectrum. Fairness index values closer to 1 indicates bet-
ter fairness. 

We compare our proposed algorithm with DDMAC. 
DDMAC regardless of optimal solution tries to maximize 
the overall 

gorithm. Also, we compare the proposed algorithm 
with bandwidth (BW) based and data rate (DR) based 
algorithms. Their CR user selection strategies are based 
on low bandwidth requirement and high data rate re-
quirement, respectively. In order to maximize overall 
CRN throughput, BW based algorithm selects CR users 
with low bandwidth requirements, such that the number 
of CR users which share spectrum increases. On the 
other hand, DR based algorithm selects CR users with 
high data rates to maximize overall CRN throughput. We 
compare the performances of these algorithms using 
simulations. 

7.1. Algorithm Performance with Different 
Spectru

In Figure 1(a), we compare the overall CRN throu
of the proposed algorithm with other algorithms in dif

of the spectrum po
users is 40 (N = 40). Figure 1(b) shows fairness com- 
parison. These results show that the proposed algorithm 
achieves a better overall CRN throughput, as well as, a 
better fairness. It can be observed from these simulation  

results that as the spectrum pool size increases, the num-
ber of CR users who can simultaneously access to spec-
trum increases, consequently overall CRN throughput 
and fairness criterion increase. When the spectrum pool 
size increases to a value more than CRN overall band-
width requirement, i.e. 

1

N

jj
MB


  (in Figure 1 when 

200M  ), we don’t have any optimization problem and 
all algorithms have the same performance results. Al-
though in actual wirele onditions, spectrum 

insufficient spectrum holes to serve all CR users, 
so optimal spectrum sharing becomes more important to 
achieve maximum possible overall CRN throughput. For 
example, when the spectrum pool has 105 spectrum  
units (condition that 

1

N

jj

ss network c
pool has 

MB


 ), the proposed algo- 
rithm achieves 14.88%, 6.10%, and 21.11% higher over-
all CRN throughput, respectively, compared with those 

 

d, and DR ba

es of 
nsider 

diffe rs and a constant spec-

of DDMAC, BW base sed algorithms. 

7.2. Algorithm Performance with Different 
Numbers of CR Users  

The number of CR users affects the performanc
spectrum sharing algorithms. In this section, we co

rent numbers of the CR use
trum pool size having 100 spectrum units. Figure 2 illus-
trates the overall throughput and fairness of the CRN in 
this scenario. As Figure 2(a) shows by increasing the 
number of CR users, the overall CRN throughput simi-
larly increases in all algorithms. This increase is similar 
in all algorithms until number of CR users arises to a 
value that CR users’ bandwidth requirements is more 
than common spectrum pool size (number of CR users 
that saturates spectrum pool). Since, after these number 
of CR users, spectrum pool is saturated by previous CR 
users, and DDMAC and DR based algorithms respec- 
tively have no idea and good idea to select the best CR 
users from those added CR users, thus overall CRN 
throughput stops increasing and becomes nearly fixed, 
respectively for these two algorithms. In other words, 
when CR user selection strategy is based on these two 
algorithms, after saturation point, increasing CR users 
has insignificant effect on the overall CRN throughput. 
Whereas, after saturation point, since the proposed and 
BW based algorithms, respectively have optimal idea and 
good idea to select CR users from those added CR users, 
thus the overall CRN throughput continually increases by 
increasing CR users. Inasmuch as the proposed algorithm 
has optimal CR user selection strategy, it has the best 
operation among other three algorithms for each number 
of CR users, as Figure 2(a) is shown. Since we assumed 
available spectrum in spectrum pool was constant, as 
Figure 2(b) is illustrated, by increasing number of CR 
users the ratio of CR users accessing to spectrum de- 
creases, so fairness criterion will be worse by increasing 
the number of CR users. 

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.                                                                                IJCNS 
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Figure 1. Algorithm performance with different spectrum l size. (a) Overall CRN throughput; (b) Fairness criterion
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Figure 2. Algorithm performance with different numbers of C  users. (a) Overall CRN throughput; (b) Fairness criterion. 
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R

.3. Algorithm Performance with Different  25 CR user 10 minutes  , CRUs

 5 CR user 10 minutesCRUs  , Simulation results in Figures 3 to 6 show that th
ance affected by different arrival and  20 spectrum unit 10 minutesspec  , and 

event rates. In Figures 3 and 4, we present the overall 
CRN throughput and the fairness criterion for different 
CR user’s arrival and departure rates, respectively. We 
can draw a conclusion that the proposed algorithm sig-
nificantly improves the overall CRN throughput under 
these conditions. Also, the proposed algorithm has better 
performance in fairness view. 

Furthermore, the performance comparisons are shown 
in Figures 5 and 6 with diffe

 20 spectrum unit 10 minutesspec  . 

Since, the proposed algorithm always can optimally 
select the CR users that have the strongest appropriate to 
access new available spectrum holes, thus it performs 
much better than the other algorithms as Figure 7 shows.  

7.5. Algorithm Performance with Different Ratio 
of Service Type Classes 

Finally, we analyze our proposed algorithm with the dif-
d departure rates, respectively. A larger arrival rate for 

the spectrum unit or lower departure rate induces avail-
ability of more spectrum units; thus, according to the 
decision strategy of the proposed algorithm, the overall 
CRN throughput is larger for our proposed algorithm. 

7.4. Algorithm Performance during Time 

ferent ratios of service types. Let 1 100 %  , 2   
 100 1 % , and  3 100 %     where    

0 , 1and    . Simulation results as are shown in 
Figure 8, illustrate better performances for the proposed 
algorithm in different classes’ ratios. the -

RN bec traffic, the
all th f the CRN increases. In this condition, 
the CR users that access to spectrum is lower, so fairness 
criterion becomes lower. 

Also, when  traf
fic ratios in C ome to pure video  over-

roughput oIn this section, we study the performance of real network
conditions by simulating the CRN working for 500 m
utes under arrival and departure rates given below:  
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Figure 3. Algorithm performance with different CR user arrival rates with μCRUs = 5 [CR user/10 minutes], λspec = 20 [spec-
trum unit/10 minutes] and μspec = 20[spectrum unit/10 minutes]. (a) Overall CRN throughput; (b) Fairness criterion. 
 

 

Figure 4. Algorithm performance with different CR user departure rates when λCRUs = 10 [CR user/10 minutes], λspec = 20 
[spectrum unit/10 minutes] and μspec = 20 [spectrum unit/10 minutes]. (a) Overall CRN throughput; (b) Fairness criterion. 
 

 

Figure 5. Algorithm performance with different spectrum unit arrival rates with λCRUs = 15 [CR user/10 minutes], μCRUs = 8 
[CR user/10 minutes] and μspec = 20 [spectrum unit/10 minutes]. (a) Overall CRN throughput; (b) Fairness criterion. 
 

 this paper, using log-distance path loss model and 
e CR user bandwidth requirement in 
pe classes. Based on the principle of  

bjective. 
This algorithm achieves optimal solution (exhaustive 

xity (

8. Conclusion optimality, we proposed a novel cooperative spectrum 
sharing algorithm with overall CRN throughput o

In
AMC, we estimat
different service ty

search solution). In addition, its computational comple- 
 O N M ) is much lower than exhaustive search 
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Figure 6. Algorithm performance with different spectrum unit departure rates when λCRUs = 15 [CR user/10 minutes], μCRUs = 
8 [CR user/10 minutes] and λspec = 10 [spectrum unit/10 minutes]. (a) Overall CRN throughput; (b) Fairness criterion. 
 

 

Figure 7. Algorithm performance during time. (a) Overall CRN throughput; (b) Fairness criterion. 
 

 

Figure 8. Algorithm performance with different percentages of classes where α1 = 100α%, α2 = 100 (1 – β)%, and α3 = 100 (β 
– α)%, where α < β. (a) Overall CRN throughput; (b) Fairness criterion. 
 
time complexity. As well, this provides a better result in 
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